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Multiple Paths to
Reading and Writing
Mg. Myrian Casamassima

H

owever determined I am to

prediction from the title, on what the

read a book from beginning to

learners may already know about the

end, I can never manage to

story, on the cover. Next we generally

accomplish it. I start on page one, but

start reading the story chapter by

then page five seems somehow more

chapter. When we deal with writing, we

appealing and page twenty cannot wait.

give the students a task and we often

I keep turning the pages until

ask them to outline the main ideas, to

I

desperately throw myself forward into

sketch them out, to plan their writing.

the hugest leap of all that will take me
to the ending. When I write, I do have a

All this may come in handy if you do not

general idea in mind of what I wish to

have a student like me. As your

convey but the writing literally takes

student, I can foresee myself struggling

shape as I write. Sometimes I write

over chapters and over paragraphs and

several sentences but may yet not

gradually losing the interest that I could

know where exactly they will fit.

have had if I had been able to do it my
way. What if there are several students

I can definitely tell from experience that

like me in your class? Can you picture

reading and writing are not linear.

it?

Nobody would dare deny the fact that
both reading and writing are recursive

Much has been said lately about

in that they entail processing on-line as

multimodality.

the written piece is constructed and

reading and writing are multimodal, we

deconstructed, to put it simply.

mean that print is processed together

When

we

say

that

with everything else around it: the style,
Now let us take a step forward and let

the font, the colours, the layout, the

us think about our students. When we

pictures,

deal with a reader, we often work on

Everything contributes to the meaning-

the

graphs
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making of the written text and the text

the first door to a text. Remember that

to be written. I know what you are

in this article by “text”, I mean both the

thinking: when our students write a

written text and the text to be written.

composition, there is nothing of the sort
around the written word. So here I will

If there are pictures in the reader, and I

have to suggest that we revisit the

mean the whole of the reader and not

written text because our 21

st

century

just the cover, we can have a door into

learners are used to multimodal texts

the story through them. An interesting

on the screen, where pictures move

task is to do a picture walk, which

and talk, and publishers are striving to

means talking about the story and

make printed texts as multi-modal as

about our impressions and reactions by

they can be. Are we not? It means,

describing and analyzing the pictures in

then,

a

the reader. This task, one may say,

monomodal view of text. It is time we

fosters visual literacy, something our

stopped for a while to reflect upon it.

learners are used to with so many

that

we

still

adhere

to

hours of screen reading.
If we take as a starting-point the fact
that the written text and the text to be

If no pictures are available, we can

written

are

check the CD-ROM or we can search

be

for pictures that may inspire some

the

talking related to the story and even ask

student can get into the text, several

the students to bring their own pictures

paths, several ways by means of which

of something they expect to find in the

our learners can have access to the

story. An alternative path could be to

text. The secret of success in reading

show the students a few minutes of the

and writing may lie in how the students

film, if there is one, with the sound off

start processing the text. We will

just to get them into the story from a

consider here three doors.

visual standpoint. There is no need to

are

acknowledging
several

doors

multimodal,
that

we

there

through

may

which

begin to read by reading. We may
The first door is the image. If you

begin by visualizing the story.

expected me to begin my enumeration
with the written word, I hope I have

When we ask our students to write a

surprised you. Have you ever heard

composition, we could begin likewise:

that a picture can be more telling than a

with a range of pictures that we can

thousand words? You surely have and

provide for the students to choose from,

this is the reason why pictures make

with pictures that they themselves have
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brought to the class or with a few

characters, which they can then act out

scenes from a film that will finally

to hear what the characters sound like.

inspire the writing. There is no need to

There is no need to begin to write by

begin to write by writing. We may begin

writing. We may begin by listening to

by visualizing the story.

the sounds in the story.

The second door is the sound. Most

The third door is the written word. If you

readers have accompanying CDs and

are holding a class reading where all

sometimes one does not know whether

the students read silently at the same

to play the CD first or to read the story

time, you may wish to assign different

first. Here is the second door to the

searches to start dealing with the story:

text. The CD can be played so that the

searches for characters, traits, scenes,

students can get the tone of the story,

problems and so on. This will ensure

the background, the voices of the

that all the students will have something

characters. The CD-ROM may serve a

to read for and that they will not be

similar purpose. The students can

reading word by word and page by

make bubbles in the pictures in the

page. There is no need to begin to read

reader and write exchanges between

on page one. We may begin by reading

the characters. Next they can read

first what we need to find in the story.

them aloud to hear the characters
talking. We can also play scenes in the

When we ask our students to write a

film, but with no image, to create a

composition, we can encourage them to

similar effect. There is no need to begin

write what comes to their minds first

to read by reading. We may begin by

about their story and then to order

listening to the sounds in the story.

those sentences and to complete their
writing until it finally makes sense. We

When we ask the students to write a

can ask them to begin by writing what

composition, we can also begin by

someone in the story said and then to

working on the sound. We can play a

add to whom, where, why so that their

few songs for the students to choose

first idea can extend into a piece of

which one will make their story start.

writing. There is no need to begin to

We can ask our students to bring their

write by writing the first paragraph. We

own songs. We can work on the scenes

may begin elsewhere in the story.

in a film just as we described above.
We can ask the students to rehearse a

Of course, there may be other doors.

short dialogue between the possible

Consider for example, colours, feelings,
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motion, layout. In this article we have

the multimodal way that we have

described the easiest to apply in our

described here can mean a new way

everyday lessons. The important thing

for our students to begin to read and

is to guarantee choice because all

write. Later there will surely be time for

students will prefer different pathways

more linear work if necessary. It is as if

to walk into the text. The examples here

the text had many little doors that must

are about printed text mostly but if your

be opened to be able to get inside the

students can work on the screen, the

story. It is like Alice in Wonderland. She

possibilities of multimodality will open

had to work out a way to get through

up. You may be saying to yourself

the little door into the wonderful garden

“right, but in the final

that lay beyond.

exam …”

Precisely, because our students will sit
for an exam at the end of the year, they
need good training in reading and
writing. The doors that we have seen
here may help you organize your
lessons and may help your learners get
involved through multimodal paths. If
we manage our students to get into the
text, it is more likely that they will wish
to keep on reading it or writing it.
What has changed radically is the view
that whatever goes with the written text
is simply part of the design of the page.
You surely remember that at school we
were asked to write and then to draw
something. I wonder how powerful the
bond between word and image was
meant to be in those days. We now go
for a novel conception of text as
meaning and people create meaning in
different ways. Perhaps the page-bypage reading of a book or the outline
before writing are too linear for some of
our leaners to take an interest. Perhaps
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Listening Comprehension:
That Real-world Skill.
Forum Team: Cecilia Di Nunzio, María Angélica
Quevedo, Grace Morrow, Elena Durán, Beatriz de
Lombardi, María Antonieta Castagna, Laura
Romero, Alba Pantanali, José María Pollari.
Coordination: Myrian Casamassima

F

or

most

students,

comprehension

is

listening
still

the

hardest skill to develop. It is

These are some of the questions that
were triggered by our concern about
the

difficulties

vital that listening material should be

experience

interesting and that it should provide

comprehension.

the tools that are necessary to face the
challenge

of

understanding

our

that

in

our

students

to

listening

relation

The recordings we use in class
attempt

to

simulate

some of

the

interlocutors when we interact in the

features of listening in the real world.

real world.

Indeed,

these

overlapping

comprehension

include
speakers,

background

noise.

Although this resembles real life, we
find that the act of listening to a CD in
class is far from the listening acts in the

How effective is the way in which we
listening

between

interruptions,

Real-life listening vs.
listening in the
classroom
tackle

recordings

in

class? Are we really preparing our
students for listening in the real world?
What is listening in the real world like?

real world. Listening

a bimodal

process

processing

as

it

implies

information by means of two channels:
the auditory and the visual channel.
While our students listen to CDs,
however close to real life the recording

What is listening in the classroom like?
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may appear to be, the visual channel is

times

suppressed and this adds a difficulty

something unlike the real world, where

that cannot be easily overcome by the

we normally have the chance to interact

non-proficient listener. In the real world,

with our interlocutors and conversations

the

are certainly not played again.

visual

channel

is

certainly

for

students

to

understand,

suppressed when we talk on the phone

We feel it is necessary to question

but the advance of technology is

the listening situations we create in our

imposing

more

classrooms. Are we really preparing our

situations in which we communicate

students to listen in the real world in the

with others by sending messages or by

foreign language? One thing is certain:

having visual access via Skype. This is

when

particularly

generally

on

us

true

more

of

and

the

younger

generations.

people

travel

experience

abroad,
a

kind

they
of

“linguistic shock”. What they learnt in

Indeed, in real life it is not usual to

the English class back in their home

listen without being able to see our

countries does not seem to have

interlocutors. The exceptions are just a

prepared them to understand and

few: while we talk to someone on the

interact with

phone or when we listen to the news on

language. Our comparison between

the radio. In the classroom, however,

listening in the real world and listening

most of the times students listen to

in the classroom results in an alarming

CD´s, i.e. without being able to see the

remark: in class, we tend to overburden

speaker, which

our students with artificial listening

causes

strain

and

frustration.

the

speakers

of the

situations and with the pressure of

When students listen to recordings

getting the answer right.

on CDs, especially at higher levels,
they need to process and retain a lot of
information for an extended period of
time. Recordings at this level are
generally
information.

long

and

loaded

Although

with

material

designers make input redundant with
the aim to aid comprehension, the
listening situation is artificial not only
because it is a CD students are
listening to, but also because the
recording needs to be played several

Alternative ways
develop listening

to

Replacing listening to CDs by live
listening may be a choice. In live
listening, the teacher talks to the
students about a topic and they have
the chance to interrupt for repair and to
interact with her or him as the listening
activity is going on. Some teachers may
not have enough self-confidence to
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carry out this sort of talk in class but

understand word by word, just the

they can surely gain it as they give

general idea” or “practise at home and

themselves the chance. As foreign

give yourself a chance” or even “do not

language teachers, we feel that it is not

feel frustrated; you will manage to

simply a matter of self-confidence. We

understand in due time”. We certainly

are not native speakers of English so,

need selective strategies depending on

although we may introduce live listening

who our students are and what they

in our classes, we still need to find

need.

ways of exposing our students to native
accents. Live listening does not seem
to solve the problem for us, not entirely
at least.
Where does the problem lie? Is it in
the nature of listening? Is it in the
nature of what we do in class? We tend
to treat all students in exactly the same
way, but our students are different:
When did they start learning the foreign
language? What are their motivations to
learn English? Do they speak other
languages? How much exposure to
English do they have? How old are
they? These are some of the questions

Listening as an active
process
Indeed, we think that we should
reconsider not only the kind of listening
tasks that we give our students, but
also the listening strategies that should
be applied to facilitate comprehension
on the side of the students. We should
emphasize

the

fact

that

effective

listening is an active rather than a
passive activity and that this key
concept is most of the times ignored by
foreign language teachers. We usually

that need to be addressed before we

lead students to a passive role when

decide

listening and most of the times we

how

we

tackle

listening

comprehension with our students.

expect them to be active only when

We have all experienced how little

“doing” the activities we provide them

children do not feel frustration when

with. We think that it is of central

engaged in listening and how much

importance to wonder what it is that

they enjoy listening to the same story,
the same song and the same rhyme
over and over again. We have seen
them follow storytelling although they
may not understand every single word.
With little children, we do not have to

happens before the “doing” stage? How
do we check understanding? Many of
us get to know whether our learners
have understood or not by “correcting”
the given tasks and we tend to dismiss
any previous instance.

deal with issues like “you do not have to
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Let´s go back to the concept of

sure, if you really need the listener to

listening as an active rather than a

understand you, you will not ignore lack

passive activity. When we listen in real

of

life we “show” signs of understanding

circumstances since this is the moment

by

linguistic

when communication is blocked. So

expressions but of body language as

why not explicitly instruct students in

well. This makes it clear that meaning is

different

being conveyed and thus we let the

understanding while listening?

speaker know that the mental process

listening skill is not static; it can be

we call “undestanding” is taking place.

improved

One might consider this essential in

something that we can clearly see

order to carry out a conversation.

within the use of our mother tongue.

However this also happens when the

We are not born expert listeners with a

speaker is not actually speaking to us.

full understanding of the language that

Picture yourself watching the news or

surrounds us but we ironically need to

listening to the radio. How many times

experience a long silent period which

have

nodding,

gives us all the listening input that we

enquiring the

need to become speakers later. Our

speaker even when we know he cannot

students need to develop their listening

hear us? In fact we many times do this

skills and we need to handle a wide

without meaning to hold a conversation.

variety of strategies to make this

means

you

not

found

only

of

yourself

saying “uh uhm” or

As teachers of a foreign language,

comprehension

ways

and

under

of

developed.

any

showing

This

Our
is

possible.

we all agree on the importance of
resembling real-life listening in the
classroom but do we make a point out
of reproducing its active quality? Do we
allow for interruptions even when they
occur for the sake of understanding?
You

are

speaking

One of the ways to help our students
to improve on their listening skills is by

Let´s consider the following real-life
situation:

Making listening in the
classroom real-life

to

somebody and you notice that he has
missed your point. Most probably you
will wait a bit longer to see if you can
make yourself clear, you will rephrase

means of songs. The teacher can play
the song once as the students listen to
it in a quiet atmosphere. Next the
teacher can ask the students to jot
down all the thoughts, images and
feelings that go through their minds

or you will ask the listener what it is he

while the song is played a second time.

has not understood. One thing is for

The idea is that they should be free to
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write without worrying about grammar

culture. This is, in our opinion, the

or organization. If there are questions in

flexibility that we need to incorporate

the song, the students may attempt to

into our lessons, particularly by creating

answer them.

plenty

Another

important

point

is

to

of

opportunities

for

self-

expression and communication with

encourage the students to listen every

others,

time they have the opportunity to do so

talking, as talking and listening go, as

outside the

we have shown here, hand in hand.

classroom.

Once they

plenty

of

opportunities

for

realize that they are improving on their
listening skills, they will begin to listen

When listening to CD´s …

more often and little by little it will
become easier for them to manage the
skill. Feelings of success are likely to
produce the virtual cycle of listening
with the students listening more and
more often, thus improving on their skill.
We do not disagree with using CD´s
in class. We disagree with using them
as the way towards the development of
listening

skills. We

would

like

to

encourage integrating listening to CD´s
with more natural, real-world listening

Difficulty: The passage is too long and
the students do not understand.
Tip 1: Ask the students to reconstruct the
passage in pairs so that the listening task
is turned into a collaborative activity with
the students talking to each other.
Students will be able to show what they
have understood and they will profit from
listening to others.
Tip 2: Work thoroughly at the pre-listening
stage.
Students sometimes lack the vocabulary
or the knowledge of the world to
understand a passage.

tasks such as live listening, videos,
songs

and,

more

importantly,

conversation. We believe that it is in
talking to others that we develop our
skills in a situation that most closely
resembles reality. We live in a world
where English is not exclusive of native
speakers of English, where there is not
one kind of English, where many nonnative

speakers

communicate

in

Difficulty: The students find listening too
frustrating.
Tip 1: Give the students the chance to
play the CD instead of you so that they
can stop whenever they need to.
Tip 2: Give the students the opportunity
to react non-verbally (gestures, thumbs
up or down) while you are playing the
CD. Students need to feel they have
some control over the listening task.

English while keeping their identity and
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Teacher´s Day
Famous teachers!
J.R.R. Tolkien. Author of The
Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings.
Tolkien taught English Language
at the University of Leeds.
James Joyce. Author of Ulysses
and The Dubliners. Joyce taught
English for a Berlitz school in
Austria-Hungary.
Aldous Huxley. Author of Brave
New World. Huxley taught
French at Eton, where Eric Blair
(George Orwell) was one of his
students.

Teacher´s Day is coming soon and we are getting ready
to celebrate it!

Why God Made Teachers
By Kevin William Huff
When God created teachers,
He gave us special friends
To help us understand His world
And truly comprehend

J.K. Rowling. Author of the
Harry Potter series. Rowling
worked as an EFL teacher in a
private language school in
Portugal while writing the first
Harry Potter book.
Frank McCourt. Author of
Angela’s Ashes, ‘Tis and Teacher
Man. McCourt taught English
literature at a high school in New
York.
Nick Hornby. Author of High
Fidelity, About a Boy, Fever
Pitch. Hornby worked as an EFL
teacher in London.
Source: :
http://sixthings.net/2008/12/17/sixfamous-writers-who-used-to-belanguage-teachers/

The beauty and the wonder
Of everything we see,
And become a better person
With each discovery.
When God created teachers,
He gave us special guides
To show us ways in which to grow
So we can all decide
How to live and how to do
What's right instead of wrong,
To lead us so that we can lead
And learn how to be strong.
Why God created teachers,
In His wisdom and His grace,
Was to help us learn to make our world
A better, wiser place.
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La Asociación in Corrientes
Lic. Carla Montoya

“Experience is a jewel” said the great

I travelled with Diana Ogando, who

William Shakespeare in Merry Wives of

accompanied

me

Windsor (lines 211:217) And I can´t

administrative

matters

agree more! I would like to share with

arrived

in

you my jewel, my wonderful experience

Saturday 30th; the weather was a bit

in Curuzú Cuatiá, Corrientes.

cloudy, but it was mild and we knew the

early

the

to

settle

there.

We

morning

on

sun was going to shine up soon, as it
I am currently dealing with a four-month

did later. We were warmly welcomed by

Media Course directed to teachers and

Silvia Garcia Neder and her staff at her

undergraduate teachers at Asociación. I

premises. I was gladly impressed at her

remember I was asked if I would go to

Institute English Centre Curuzú Cuatiá:

teach the whole course in one day in

it was my first time there and I didn´t

Curuzú

know it was such a spacious and nice

Cuatiá:

My

straightforward

answer was “yes”. I couldn´t imagine at

place, so pleasant, so inviting…

that moment I was going to experience
one of the best days of my entire life!
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The talk began on time, and though I

I would like to end going back to my

must admit I felt quite tense when I

quotation

started, the welcoming audience made

experience is as precious as a jewel

me forget about that sensation once we

because it has helped me to learn and

shared smiles and I noticed their

understand myself and others. Its value

interest in

From then

is infinite… it is ongoing and limitless…

onwards, things went by so smoothly…

I hope I can go on developing and

I dealt

learning as much as I learned during

the

topics.

with “Media Literacy” and

“Newspapers Online” in the morning

at

the

beginning.

My

my stay in Corrientes!

and afterwards, we headed for lunch.
Silvia took us to a restaurant which was

Last but not least, I want to thank

nearby: we had a lovely meal together!

Liliana Luna, Diana Ogando, everybody

In the afternoon I delivered two talks

at La Asociación for their constant

related to film analysis. It was great fun

warmth and support!

sharing our views on different segments

Watch my video!

and stills of films! When it was over we

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pj82

all mingled and took lots of photos

9SXx_AQ

together to remember the day!

Thank you, Carla!
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AEXALEVI Teacher Development Seminar

Prof. Florencia Insua
“There is no end to education.
It is not that you read a book, pass an examination, and finish with education.
The whole of life, from the moment you are born to the moment you die,
is a process of learning.”
Jiddu Krishnamurti

Sarah Hillyard and Liliana Luna

I

read

from

M.A. Sarah Hillyard reminded us that

Krishnamurti and I realized that both

we all learn things in different ways and

my roles as teacher and student are

we need to find a way to let all learning

part of two sides of the same coin and

styles coexist in the classroom. What’s

that my never-ending obsession to

more, we should make room for every

become a better teacher is actually an

learning style in our lessons. Her talk,

asset.

“Back to VAK: Lively classrooms for

On June 23rd many of us had the

visual,

pleasure of attending the AEXALEVI

learners” made us experience, as if we

Teacher

were our students, a variety of activities

“Rethinking

this

quotation

Development
Teaching:

Seminar:
Getting

auditory

and

kinaesthetic

our

for young learners (and not so young!

bearings in a fast changing scenario”.

We all enjoyed playing, acting, singing,

M.A.Sarah Hillyard, Lic.Gustavo Paz,

etc). Sarah filled us in with fun and

Mg. Laura Renart and Lic.Mady Casco

practical activities, easy to implement in

shared their knowledge and experience

the classroom to show that we can both

in four talks which left us craving for

learn and enjoy at the same time.

more.
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Later Lic.Gustavo Paz made us reflect

Gustavo Paz

on what happens in the mind and the

In the afternoon, we listened to Mg.

body

why

Laura Renart “ Bumps and Shocks:

motivating them seems to be an

Culture in the Teenage Classroom” and

impossible

mission.

talk,

we discussed how exploring aspects of

“Motivation

and

School

our own culture paves the way for

Students”, we explored the teenage

learning about other cultures, especially

world

when

of

teenagers

and

and

In

on

his

Secondary

although

the

topic

of

we

are

learning

a

foreign

motivation has long been dwelt on, we

language. We agreed that even though

found a way to connect adolescents’

differences are sometimes highlighted,

inner world, changes, worries, concerns

there are actually more similarities

with

between or South American culture and

aspects

of

motivation

(or

demotivation) that arise in our lessons.

English

culture

We saw videos and extracts from films

suppose there are. However, it is

(such as a French film called “Entre les

crucial

murs” translated into Spanish as “Entre

conventions

los muros” and called “The class” in

greeting, space, silences, etc.

to

than

teach
and

we

generally

students
rituals:

social

ways

of

English). By the end of the morning we
had understood that the best we can do
to

motivate

our

students

is

to

understand what is going on in their
minds and hearts and to show that we
really care. If they sense that we see
them as more than just students, if we
can connect to their emotions then the
classroom environment will open the
door for motivation to step in.
Laura Renart

We concluded that interest in and
tolerance towards other cultures comes
from learning and discussing about our
own culture in the classroom. We must
not forget our role as educators.
Therefore, opening students’ minds to
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other cultures will be enriching for them

she showed us how to organize lessons

as future adults living in a globalised

so that we come up with a project

world and at the same time will

having a topic as the core. “Using

contribute to making the world a better

Topic-based

and more peaceful place.

Learners” shed light on the aspects we

Projects

with

Adult

need to consider when we teach adults,
the way they learn best and how to
accomplish it.

Once again La Asociación offers space
for discussion and introspection and
gives us the opportunity to reflect on
what we do, what we take for granted
and how we can improve our teaching
Diana Ogando, Mady Casco and

to achieve our ultimate goal which is

Liliana Luna

building the best teaching and learning
scenario our students can have.

Finally, Lic. Mady Casco shared her
experience with teaching adults and
young adults and explained how topicbased projects contribute to learning
the language in a more holistic way.
We all reflected on how different it is to
teach

adults

in

comparison

with

students of other ages. We discussed
aspects such as adults’ need for
control, resistance to change, fear of
frustration, previous experiences with

Teachers participating in the

learning and the language ego, among

seminar

others. Mady also made reference to
social constructivism to explain how
adults learn: making connections and
searching for meaning

using prior

knowledge as the starting-point. Finally
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AEXALEVI Second Convention 2012
In and O ut: Fa ds & Trends in ELT
14th & 15th September
Venue: I.E.S. Lenguas Vivas “J. R. Fernández”. Pellegrini 1515.

Plenaries and
Semi-plenaries by
Susan Hillyard
Paula López Cano
Sebastián Bianchi
Charlie López
Luciano Camio
Daniel Ferreyra
Susana Trabaldo
Karina Mussi
Mercedes Kamijo
Marina Falasca
Marian Derfler
Patricia Veciño
Gladys Ledwith
Aldana Aguirre

Sponsors

With the support of

Round-off and
Conclusions by
Claudia Ferradas

Contact us at
alumnoslibres@aexalevi.org.ar
or call 4814 0545
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La Asociación wishes to congratulate
Net-Learning
on its anniversary
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